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Abstract: The synthesis and characterization of a new line of magnetic hybrid nanostructured
materials composed of spinel-type iron oxide to iron carbide nanoparticles grown on nanodiamond
nanotemplates is reported in this study. The realization of these nanohybrid structures is achieved
through thermal processing under vacuum at different annealing temperatures of a chemical precursor,
in which very fine maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles seeds were developed on the surface of the
nanodiamond nanotemplates. It is seen that low annealing temperatures induce the growth of the
maghemite nanoparticle seeds to fine dispersed spinel-type non-stoichiometric ~5 nm magnetite
(Fe3−xO4) nanoparticles, while intermediate annealing temperatures lead to the formation of single
phase ~10 nm cementite (Fe3C) iron carbide nanoparticles. Higher annealing temperatures produce a
mixture of larger Fe3C and Fe5C2 iron carbides, triggering simultaneously the growth of large-sized
carbon nanotubes partially filled with these carbides. The magnetic features of the synthesized
hybrid nanomaterials reveal the properties of their bearing magnetic phases, which span from
superparamagnetic to soft and hard ferromagnetic and reflect the intrinsic magnetic properties of the
containing phases, as well as their size and interconnection, dictated by the morphology and nature
of the nanodiamond nanotemplates. These nanohybrids are proposed as potential candidates for
important technological applications in nano-biomedicine and catalysis, while their synthetic route
could be further tuned for development of new magnetic nanohybrid materials.

Keywords: magnetic nanohybrid materials; nanodiamonds; nanoparticles; iron carbides; Fe3C;
spinel-type iron oxide; Mössbauer spectroscopy

1. Introduction

Iron carbides (ICs) are among the oldest synthetic materials that are known to, and produced by,
humans, arising historically even before the discovery of pure iron [1,2]. They are well known for their
prominent structural and mechanical properties and have been used as adjuvant agents in concretes
and metal alloys [3]. The presence of the most known member of the family of ICs, cementite (θ-Fe3C),
in pearlitic steels, is the main parameter for the development of the exceptional mechanical properties
(high strength and ductility) these technologically and economically important materials possess
relative to soft iron [3–9]. ICs have also been known to possess important catalytic properties, used as
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relative agents in the Fisher-Tropsch synthetic fuel production process [10–12] and carbon nanotube
(CNT) synthesis [13–15].

Nowadays, novel interest has been raised again over the ICs in the form of nanostructures, due to
their accessional magnetic properties [16]. In particular, ICs’ ferromagnetic properties demonstrating
high TC and saturation magnetization (MS) [2], adjoined to their chemical corrosion resistance and
inertness and combining the fact that their main elemental content, iron, is rather sustainable and
relatively nontoxic, have launched new efforts for development and investigation of these materials in
the nanoscale [1,17]. ICs present better chemical and thermal stability over metallic iron, as well as
higher MS than some types of iron oxides (IOs) [18,19], which can also be used in magnetic applications.
Recently, more types of magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) than the traditional metallic alloys have been
recruited technologically on a prospect to facilitate or even to make a breakthrough in many scientific
fields like data storage, ferrofluids and biomedicine. IC NPs could indeed be suitable for a diversity of
applications, from biomedicine [20,21], to electronics [22,23] and the design of novel catalysts exploiting
the magnetically induced heating effect [24–26].

ICs thermodynamically stable and metastable phases can exist in many Fe:C stoichiometries,
forming several compounds which can be classified in octahedral, tetrahedral and trigonal prismatic
structures according to the sites occupied by the carbon atoms [16,27–30]. In general, due to the
large number of available Fe:C stoichiometries, their corresponding phase interconnection and ease of
formation, the practical synthesis of pure IC samples of certain defined composition usually suffers from
the presence of other related IC phase impurities, especially when the quest is focused in the preparation
of nanostructured materials, which is essential for most contemporary applications [26,31]. In the frame
of this scope, several strategies have been applied following physical and chemical routes to realize
pure ICs either as stand-alone NPs or in some supported medium [1,17,32,33]. Carbon-type supports
of IC NPs could be favorable over other types of supports because of the ease of reducibility of iron on
carbon relative to other elements or compounds. Therefore, the use of carbon-type materials that will
carry other materials as the supporting template, either in nanoscale or in bulk sizes, would induce high
scientific and technological interest and potential for future dynamic applications. Moreover, the nature
and physical and chemical characteristics of the NPs’ support medium can be used to develop factors
that will determine, through their interaction, the NPs’ morphology and interconnection, affecting
thus their overall properties [34,35].

On the other hand, it is widely known that diamonds are used in a variety of technological
applications due to their unique structural, morphological, mechanical, electrical and thermal
properties [36]. Moreover, in recent years great interest has been emerged for diamonds in the
nanoscale, the nanodiamonds (NDs), due to their excellent biocompatibility and their ability to form
clustered aggregations developing tight nanotemplates, which can operate as support matrices for the
further development of other nanomaterials [37–42].

Following the trend of our group’s recent development of hybrid L10 FePt NPs/NDs
nanostructures [43], we report here the synthesis, characterization and study of the morphological,
structural and magnetic properties of a new line of hybrid nanostructured system, that combines a set
of different types of magnetic NPs and nanostructures, from IOs to ICs NPs and carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), developed on NDs nanotemplates (IO-IC NPs/NDs). In our current study we have taken
the path of producing a chemical precursor (CP) via wet chemical methods, which was subsequently
thermally treated (annealed) under controlled conditions in a range of temperatures. The samples
were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), magnetization
measurements and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. The results reveal that the annealing temperature
determines to a large extend the type and nature of the nanophases produced on the surface of
the NDs nanotemplates nanohybrids (NHDs). Relatively low annealing temperatures favor the
production of IOs, high annealing temperatures the production of a mixture of different IC phases
and large CNTs, while for intermediate annealing temperatures, high quality single phase Fe3C
NPs/NDs NHDs with uniform size distribution and nice dispersion of the cementite NPs over the NDs
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nanotemplates assemblies are produced. This NHDs system presents magnetic properties that hold
potential for proposed applications as agents for contrast enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) [44,45] and/or magnetic particle imaging (MPI) [46,47], as well as for magnetic hyperthermia [48]
and magnetically induced heating heterogeneous catalysis [24,49].

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials Synthesis

The hybrid nanostructured materials were synthesized by a two stage procedure: in the first
stage, a CP was produced following the wet chemistry impregnation method [50,51], in which the NDs
nanotemplates were functionalized with the appropriate IO NPs development seeds. In particular,
300 mg Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (99.999%, Aldrich 529303) were diluted in 3 mL of deionized water and the
solution was mixed with 540 mg of NDs powder (98%, Aldrich 636428). The mixture was blended
and homogenized well in the form of a moist paste on an agate mortar and left to dry at 100 ◦C for
24 h. After dehydration and re-homogenization into fine powder, the material was calcined at 400 ◦C
for 1 h in order to release the nitrates and produce ferric IO NPs seeds on the surfaces of the NDs
nanotemplates (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the synthesis stages followed and the resulting nanohybrid
samples produced in this work.

The initial Fe(NO3)3·9H2O/NDs mass ratio was calculated to produce the CP containing a
nominal average 10 wt% ferric IO loading relative to the NDs nanotemplates, with the oxide chemical
formula composition estimated as Fe2O3. In the second stage, the CP was sealed in quartz ampoules
under vacuum (10−3 Torr) and annealed at annealing temperatures of 1050 ◦C (NHDs-1050), 900 ◦C
(NHDs-900), 750 ◦C (NHDs-750) and 600 ◦C (NHDs-600) for 4 h. Depending on the magnitude of the
annealing temperature, a range of different nanophases were developed on the surfaces of the NDs
nanotemplates (Figure 1).
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2.2. Materials Characterization

XRD of the powder CP and NHD samples were collected on a Bruker Advance D8 diffractometer
using a Cu Kα radiation in order to examine the structural properties of the phases present in them
and their average particle sizes. The samples’ particle morphology, size and stoichiometry were
investigated by TEM using a JEOL JEM2010 microscope operated at 200 kV with a point-to-point
resolution of 1.9 Å and element-mapping capability by means of high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
microscopy. Before TEM measurements, the samples were dispersed in ethanol, and the suspension
was treated in ultrasound for 10 min. A drop of very dilute suspension was placed on a carbon
coated grid and allowed to dry by evaporation at ambient temperature. A superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS XL-7) was used to investigate the
magnetic properties of the samples by means of magnetization (M) and mass magnetic susceptibility
(χg) measurements. M versus (vs) external applied magnetic field (H) hysteresis loops were collected
at temperatures of 5 and 300 K in fields up to 50 kOe. The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC)
χg vs. temperature curves were recorded on warming the samples in the temperature range from 5 to
300 K under H = 1000 Oe, after cooling them in zero magnetic field and on cooling, immediately after
the warming procedure under the above magnetic field, respectively. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra (MS) of
the CP and the synthesized NHDs were collected in transmission geometry at 300, 77 and 11 K using
constant-acceleration spectrometers, equipped with 57Co(Rh) sources kept at room temperature (RT),
in combination with a liquid N2 bath (Oxford Instruments Variox 760) and a gas He closed loop (ARS
DMX-20) Mössbauer cryostats. Velocity calibration of the spectrometers was carried out using metallic
α-Fe at 300 K and all isomer shift (IS) values are given relative to this standard. The experimentally
recorded MS were fitted and analyzed using the IMSG code [52].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. XRD

The XRD patterns of the CP and the annealed NHD samples are shown in Figure 2.
Two broad diffraction peaks characteristic of the cubic NDs structure at 43.9 (111) and 75.3 (220)

degrees 2θ dominate the XRD diagram of the CP sample, where two additional very broad peak
regions spanning from around 30 to 40 and 55 to 65 degrees 2θ are compatible with contributions from
the respective angular positions of the main diffraction peaks of a spinel-type γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) IO
structure at 30 (220), 35 (311), 57 (511) and 63 (440) degrees 2θ [53]. The very broad diffraction peaks of
this phase, overcoming the angular widths of single peaks by being expanded in widths including
several single peaks (e.g., ~25–40 degrees 2θ), constitute identifying evidence of its extremely small
NPs sizes and low crystallinity in the CP.

It is evident from Figure 2b that annealing the CP at 1050 ◦C has immediate effect on the formation
of crystalline phases. In particular, apart from the presence of the characteristic NDs diffraction peaks,
a major contribution from the (002) planes of a graphitic-type structure is evident by a very strong
peak at 25.6 degrees 2θ. The exact nature and morphology of this phase cannot be resolved from the
XRD results alone, and further analysis with TEM will reveal its features (vide infra). A combination
of several diffraction peaks characteristic of the orthorhombic Fe3C structure dominate the part of
this XRD diagram between 35 and 90 degrees 2θ, while a careful inspection of the area between
40 and 50 degrees 2θ reveals the presence of the major diffraction peaks of the monoclinic Fe5C2

structure. The XRD diagram of the NHDs-900 sample in Figure 2c is quite similar to that of the
NHDs-1050 sample; however, the intensity of the diffraction peak of the graphitic-type planes is
reduced and contributions of the diffraction peaks of the monoclinic Fe5C2 structure are absent. In the
XRD diagram of the NHDs-750 sample in Figure 2d, the diffraction peak of the graphitic-type planes is
completely absent, while there is also no evidence of the presence of diffraction peaks for the Fe5C2

phase. The characteristic diffraction peaks of the NDs and the Fe3C phase are the only contributions to
this diagram, in which a further broadening of the diffraction peaks of this IC phase is clearly shown,
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indicating a further reduction in its average particle size, relative to the sharper peaks appearing at the
XRD diagrams of the higher annealing temperatures samples. Figure 2e reveals an XRD diagram of the
NHDs-600 sample exempt from the appearance of any graphitic-type or ICs contributions, while the
presence of the NDs diffraction peaks is accompanied only by the occurrence of the characteristic
diffraction peaks of a spinel-type magnetite/maghemite (Fe3O4/γ-Fe2O3) structure.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the CP (a) and the NHDs samples resulting by annealing the CP at different
temperatures indicated (in ◦C): 1050 (b), 900 (c), 750 (d) and 600 (e). The presence of the different
crystalline phases in the samples is denoted by the relative symbols on their diffraction peaks.

The XRD diagrams of all samples present relative broad diffraction peaks, which constitute the
striking feature of the nanostructured nature of the phases appearing in them. An estimation of
the average NPs crystalline domain size <D> for each phase, in the cases where this is resolvable
and possible to be derived from the width of the diffraction peaks using the Scherrer formula [54],
was attempted, and the results are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Average NPs crystalline domain size <D> values, in nm, of the crystalline phases detected in
the XRD diagrams of the samples as resulting using the Scherrer formula. The figures in parentheses
denote the uncertainty attributed to the relevant last digit.

Sample NDs Fe3C Fe5C2 Spinel-Type Iron Oxide C-Graphitic

CP 4 (1) - - non-resolvable -
NHD-1050 7 (1) 20 (1) 16 (1) - 11 (1)
NHD-900 5 (1) 16 (1) - - 8 (1)
NHD-750 5 (1) 12 (1) - - -
NHD-600 4 (1) - - 9 (1) -

As evident from these values, the average size of the NDs NPs is essentially unaffected by
the heat treatments up to 900 ◦C and only a slight increase is observed at the highest annealing
temperature in this work. This is important and reflects the thermal, chemical and structural stability
of the chosen nanotemplate base within a wide range of applied annealing temperatures. However,
the annealing temperature seems to play an important role for the NPs size in the case of Fe3C, as the
<D> value for this phase scales with the annealing temperature value, exhibiting a positive slope
of about 2.7 nm/100 ◦C. The estimated <D> values for the graphitic-type phases in NHD-1050 and
NHD-900 samples is based on the Scherrer model, assuming a mosaic of rectangular or round-type
NPs [54]. As the true nature of the morphology of this phase will be revealed by following TEM
measurements, this result from XRD analysis is thus only indicative, and might reveal only one part of
the nanostructural nature of the relative phases.

3.2. TEM

The morphology, arrangement and interconnection of the nanophases present in the samples are
revealed by TEM measurements. Representative characteristic images of the CP and the NHD samples
are displayed in Figure 3. Additional images revealing similar features of the samples can be found in
the Supplementary Material (SM) (Figures S1–S5).

Figure 3a–c reveal a system of closed packed ND NPs forming roughly round, as well as
irregular shape nanotemplates dispersed in a range of sizes from ~50 to ~300 nm. It is not so easy to
distinguish between the CP’s IO (maghemite) NPs from the dominant presence of the ND NPs in these
nanotemplates, due to the quite small sizes of the former kind and their low crystallinity, as evidenced
by the XRD measurements. However, Figure 3b,c reveal several NPs with rather darker contrast in
comparison to their adjacent NPs, resulting from the higher, compared to the NDs, density of the
oxide phase, which might include also more than one oxide NPs clustered in groups, as the XRD
results suggest. All ND NPs seem to be uniform in size, at about 4–5 nm, in perfect agreement with the
XRD measurements.

Figure 3d shows that the morphology of the NHD-1050 sample combines the presence of large
CNTs and assemblies of NDs nanotemplates. The CNTs diameter and length reaches from tens to a few
hundred nm and from a few to several µm, respectively. In addition, some of the CNTs have partially
filled ends or interiors with denser elongated sections of ICs phases, while smaller IC NPs seem to
be caught within their walls, most probably during their growth procedure. This is an indication
that the formation of the ICs phases triggers catalytically the growth of these large CNTs, due to the
increased annealing temperature [55]. By taking closer looks to the regions at and around the NDs
nanotemplates, we can disclose assemblies of dense IC NPs regions of several tens of nm encapsulated
in CNTs in Figure 3e, as well as some quite smaller (of the order of few nm) IC NPs dispersed
on the surface of the nanotemplates in Figure 3f. These results agree well with the XRD findings,
where sharp and intense CNTs and ICs peaks are detected, suggesting relatively high crystallinity
and sizes of the corresponding phases. The morphologies of the nanophases in the NHD-900 sample
depicted in Figure 3g–i seem to be quite similar to those of the NHD-1050 sample (see also SM Figures
S4 and S5). However, relative decreased number of CNTs and increased abundance of small IC
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NPs in the ND nanotemplates are observed, combined with regions of larger CNTs-encapsulated
IC particles of increased sizes that reach several tens of nm, confirming the XRD results. The TEM
images of the NHD-750 sample shown in Figure 3j–l reveal a system of homogeneously dispersed
ND nanotemplates of quite smaller sizes compared to those found in the samples synthesized at
higher annealing temperature. Another striking difference of this sample compared to the formers is
the complete absence of CNTs. The ND nanotemplates in Figure 3k,l contain what, according also
to the XRD results, appear to be small Fe3C NPs, of the order of 5–10 nm, which are also quite
homogeneously dispersed on the surface of the nanotemplates with no agglomeration tendency.
In addition, these nanotemplates appear also to be relieved from the presence of neighboring large
CNTs-encapsulated ICs NPs. The overall morphology of the nanotemplates in Figure 3m–o for sample
NHD-600 seem to resemble that of sample NHD-750, with wide size dispersion and no presence of
CNTs. The nanotemplates are surface-decorated with evenly dispersed NPs of greater density than the
NDs and sizes ranging between 5 and 10 nm, which, as the XRD diagram of this sample has indicated,
adopt the spinel-type IO structure.

Figure 3. TEM images of the CP (a–c), NHD-1050 (d–f), NHD-900 (g–i), NHD-750 (j–l) and NHD-600
(m–o) samples at different magnifications.
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From the TEM images displayed in Figure 3 and the preceding description, it is evident that
NHD-750 is the sample with the highest homogeneity and purity of containing phases. In order to
shed more light in the morphology of the nanotemplates, verify the presence and investigate the
dispersion of the IC phase in this sample, additional HAADF microscopy images of parts of this
sample were collected and specific elemental mapping was performed on them. A characteristic
example of these analyses is shown in Figure 4, while additional images can be found in SM (Figure S6).
Some HAADF microscopy images of the NHD-900 sample are also demonstrated there (Figures S7–S9)
for comparison.

Figure 4. HAADF microscopy image from a certain nanotemplate cluster of the NHD-750 sample
(a) with specific elemental mapping of C (b); Fe (c) and Fe & C (d).

The presence of Fe in this Figure reveals that the Fe3C phase is related to the NPs situated on the
points of the highest contrast, corresponding to the NPs with higher density (darker NPs in the normal
contrast images in Figure 3 or lighter NPs in the reverse contrast image in Figure 4). These NPs are also
evenly and homogeneously disseminated on the surface of the nanotemplate, as indeed the regular
TEM images of Figure 3 already indicated. In the case of the C atoms, it is difficult to distinguish
their presence on the Fe3C NPs from the total assembly of C atoms in the NDs, which constitute the
background in this nanotemplate. Nonetheless, C atoms of the NDs make a fine spreading and enclose
in all cases the Fe atoms. This remark validates further the hybrid nature of the sample.

An important outcome of the characterization of all NHD samples with TEM is that no areas of
isolated unsupported stand-alone IC or IO NPs assemblies separated from the NDs nanotemplates are
detected, without taking into consideration the larger particles encapsulated in CNTs for the cases of
the higher annealing temperature samples. This confirms the high quality of the hybrid nature of the
NDs nanotemplates in all samples and especially the NHD-750 and NHD-600 samples.

3.3. Magnetization and Magnetic Susceptibility

The magnetic properties of the CP and the NHD samples are, to a large extent, exposed through
the behavior of their M vs. H under constant temperature (T), as well as their χg vs. T under constant
H measurements, which are exhibited for all samples in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The isothermal
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M vs. H loops were collected at RT (300 K) and 5 K, while the χg vs. T scans were performed in ZFC
and FC modes under H = 1000 Oe.

Figure 5. Isothermal M vs. H loops of the CP (a); NHD-600 (b); NHD-750 (c); NHD-900 (d) and
NHD-1050 (e) samples collected at RT (red squares) and 5 K (blue circles). The insets show the detailed
features of the loops around H = 0.

Starting the description from the CP sample, the M vs. H loop at RT in Figure 5a shows
linear paramagnetic-like behavior, while a ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic sigmoidal-type curve with
non-saturated M values and non-vanishing and asymmetric coercive fields (HCs) is developed at
5 K. The maximum M values at 50 kOe (Mmax), along with all other characteristics of the loops for
all samples, are listed in Table 2. The corresponding χg vs. T ZFC curve begins with a maximum
at 5 K and continues with a local maximum at ~25 K, followed by a monotonic decrease for higher
T values, while the FC curve exhibits a monotonic increase throughout the whole T range with
an asymptotic behavior at low T. The bifurcation of the two curves occurs at the irreversibility
temperature of Tirr ~60 K. The previously described characteristics are indicative of an assembly
of ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic-type NPs that are completely superparamagnetic (SPM) at RT and
partially magnetically blocked at low T [56]. The existence of two χg maxima at blocking temperatures
of TB ~5 K and TB ~25 K for the ZFC curve, along with the Tirr-TB difference of about 35 K, indicate a
dispersion of NP sizes, which however, due to the low TB values, seem to be quite small in magnitude,
while the asymmetry in HC at 5 K denotes the presence of exchange-bias interactions between different
types of magnetic ordered phases, that might result, e.g., due to possible variations in stoichiometry
or/and a core-shell NPs structure [56]. Due to their extremely small sizes, the smaller NPs could take a
more drastic shift in their spinel-type ferric oxide (maghemite) stoichiometry, mainly affecting their
surface atomic layers, as well as a reduction in their crystallinity towards a more amorphous structure.
These structural characteristics, accompanied by the magnetic interactions between interconnected
NPs, could justify their observed magnetic properties that resemble spin-glass-like behavior at low
temperatures [57–60], and explain the asymmetry found in the coercivity values of the hysteresis loop
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of this sample at 5 K. Moreover, the asymptotic behavior of the FC curve at low T reveals that these
NPs are magnetically non- or very weakly-interacting, reflecting their spatial isolation on the surface
of the corresponding NDs nanotemplates [51,61,62].

Figure 6. χg vs. T measurements of the CP (a); NHD-600 (b); NHD-750 (c); NHD-900 (d) and NHD-1050
(e) samples collected under H = 1000 Oe following ZFC (red squares) and FC (blue circles) modes.

Table 2. Isothermal hysteresis loops magnetic characteristics of the samples.

Sample T (K) Mmax+
(emu/g)

Mmax−
(emu/g)

MR+
(emu/g)

MR−
(emu/g)

Hc+
(kOe)

Hc−
(kOe)

CP
300 0.23 −0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 2.46 −2.40 0.10 −0.06 0.54 −0.99

NHD-600
300 3.91 −3.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 6.47 −6.48 1.88 −1.51 0.28 −0.32

NHD-750
300 10.41 −10.39 2.15 −1.63 0.09 −0.12
5 14.82 −14.86 5.43 −5.20 1.78 −1.85

NHD-900
300 10.11 −10.12 3.33 −2.90 0.53 −0.46
5 14.65 −14.64 6.68 −6.50 2.55 −2.53

NHD-1050
300 9.84 −9.84 0.51 −0.35 0.14 −0.16
5 12.27 −12.30 2.26 −2.25 0.80 −0.80

A TB of ~100K and a Tirr of ~190 K are observed from the χg vs. T ZFC and FC curves of the
NHD-600 sample. The higher TB and Tirr-TB ≈ 90 K difference values, compared to the CP sample
case, indicate a system of ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic-type NPs with relatively larger average sizes
and wider size dispersion compared to those in the CP. Indeed, the increased NP size of the NHD-600
sample affords clear ferromagnetic characteristics in the M vs. H loops; however, the non-vanishing
dM/dH slope at high fields and the increased HC values at 5 K relative to those observed at 300 K,
declare the presence of a part of the NP assembly that retains SPM characteristics. On the other side,
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the corresponding χg values in the FC curve is almost linearly related to the decrease in T, and do
not follow an asymptotic behavior at low temperatures, which suggests that magnetic interparticle
interactions, most probably of dipolar or exchange nature [61,63,64], must be present, a result that
should be expected from the respective size growth of the corresponding IO NPs in the CP.

Ferromagnetic characteristics are observed also in the M vs. H loops of the NHD-750 sample;
however, there is a slight tendency for lack of saturation in the of M values at high fields. Further,
the inset in Figure 5c reveals that the variation of M around H = 0 is not smooth but rather complex,
and seems to be composed of two contributions: one with magnetically harder characteristics that
lends non-vanishing HC values to the loops and one with magnetically softer characteristics that are
responsible for the sadden drop of the M values at H = 0. The χg values of the ZFC curve for this
sample show a continuous increase with increasing T with no local extrema up to 300 K, while the
FC curve is also continuous and smoother over a quite narrower χg values range. These results are
indicative of a system of ferromagnetic NPs with combined hard and soft magnetic characteristics
that could result from size dispersion or/and magnetic interparticle interactions strength variation.
Moreover, the behavior of the system seems to be dominated from the larger in size or/and strongly
magnetically interacting NPs, which are magnetically blocked even at RT. On the other hand, the smaller
in size or/and weakly magnetically interacting NPs reveal their presence through their softer magnetic
characteristics and their non-saturation M values tendency. Thus, as Fe3C NPs with both multi-domain
or single-domain characteristics can exist simultaneously in the sample, they can contribute different
properties to the magnetic measurements, i.e., both strong (multi-domain) and soft (single-domain)
ferromagnetic features, decisively influencing the magnetic characteristics of the system [43,56,65].

For the NHD-900 sample, very similar characteristics to the χg vs. T curves of the NHD-750 sample
are observed, while its M vs. H loops are more saturated at high H and quite smooth around H = 0,
with clear symmetric hystereses that reach HC values of the order of ~0.5 kOe at 300 K and 2.5 kOe at
5 K (see Table 2 and inset of Figure 5d). These results show that here, the system of ferromagnetic NPs
seems to acquire on average larger sizes or/and experience stronger magnetic interparticle interactions.
The NPs size and morphology in this sample involving the presence of larger elongated cementite NPs
entering the interior or filling the ends of the CNTs and/or caught on their walls, should indeed induce
an effect on the increased HC values. Similar behavior of high HC values has been found for elongated
cementite NPs encapsulated by CNTs [66,67], where also the NPs size dispersion has been proposed to
be a crucial factor for the appearance of this characteristic.

The M vs. H loops of the NHD-1050 sample are completely saturated at high H and symmetric
around H = 0, showing hystereses with reduced HC values relative to those found for the NHD-900
sample (see Table 2). The χg values of the ZFC curve increase up to ~30 K and stay almost constant in a
wide T range up to ~150 K, before dropping further smoothly up to 300 K, while for the FC branch χg

increases almost linearly with the decrease in T. These characteristics reflect a system of ferromagnetic
NPs with wide size dispersion and possible compositional variations, in which, however, the larger in
size NPs are shaping the system’s magnetic behavior.

3.4. 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy

The iron-containing phases present in the samples, their crystal structure, particle size and
morphology, as well as their magnetic properties are further investigated by means of the
atomic-level-probing technique of 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. 57Fe MS of the studied samples
recorded at RT (300 K) and 77 K appear in Figure 7. Some corresponding MS collected at lower
temperature (11 K) are shown in SM (Figures S10 and S11).
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Figure 7. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the CP (a); NHD-600 (b); NHD-750 (c); NHD-900 (d) and NHD-1050
(e) samples collected at 300 and 77 K.

The 300 K spectrum of the CP sample in Figure 7a exhibits only a central quadrupole split
contribution, while development of partial magnetic splitting appears at the spectrum of this sample at
77 K in the form of broad magnetically split contributions, in addition to the main quadrupole split
contribution that still dominates this spectrum. In order to fit these MS adequately, we used a single
quadrupole split doublet with Lorentzian line-shapes for the RT spectrum and a combination of a
quadrupole split doublet and two magnetically split components, for which a Gaussian-type spreading
of their hyperfine magnetic field (Bhf) values (∆Bhf) [52] was allowed to model their broadening.
The resulting Mössbauer parameters values for the RT spectra of all samples are listed in Table 3, while,
for the lower temperature MS, the corresponding parameters are listed in SM (Tables S2 and S3). The IS,
quadrupole splitting (QS), quadrupole shift (2ε) and Bhf values of all components of the CP sample
correspond to Fe3+ ions in magnetically ordered γ-Fe2O3 NPs, which, due to their reduced size and
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influence of thermal agitation to their magnetization, undergo fast SPM relaxation, confirming the
XRD, TEM and magnetization measurements [43,51,68–70].

Table 3. Mössbauer hyperfine parameters resulting from the best fits of the corresponding spectra of the
samples recorded at 300 K. IS is the isomer shift (given relative toα-Fe at 300 K), Γ/2 is the half line-width,
QS is the quadrupole splitting, 2ε is the quadrupole shift, Bhf is the central value of the hyperfine
magnetic field, ∆Bhf is the spreading of Bhf, and AA is the relative spectral absorption area of each
component used to fit the spectra. Typical errors are ± 0.02 mm/s for IS, Γ/2, 2ε and QS, ± 3 kOe for Bhf

and ± 5% for AA. * denotes the cases where asymmetric ∆Bhf spreading was allowed for lower/higher
values relative to Bhf. Component colors (CL): B = black, BU = blue, C = cyan, DC = dark cyan,
DY = dark yellow, G = gray, GR = green, LM = light magenta, M = magenta, O = orange, OL = olive,
R = red, V = violet.

Sample Component
Assignment

IS
(mm/s)

Γ/2
(mm/s)

QS or 2ε
(mm/s)

Bhf
(kOe)

∆Bhf
(kOe)

AA
(%) CL

CP SPM γ-Fe2O3 0.35 0.24 0.90 0 0 100 B

NHD-600

Fe3-xO4 (Fe3+) 0.25 0.15 −0.02 495 11/0 * 7 G
Fe3-xO4 (Fe2.5+) 0.68 0.15 0.05 447 5/0 * 5 V

SPM γ-Fe2O3 0.36 0.18 0.89 0 0 36 O
MCOL

γ-Fe2O3/Fe3-xO4
0.37 0.12 0.02 102 38 17 R

MRES Fe3-xO4 0.41 0.15 0.00 489 78/0 * 35 LM

NHD-750

Fe3C (1) 0.19 0.14 0.01 209 3/0 * 36 DY
Fe3C (2) 0.21 0.14 0.05 212 0 20 GR

MCOL Fe3C 0.20 0.14 0.03 110 45 17 OL
MRES Fe3C 0.20 0.14 0.03 202 12/0 * 22 DC

SPM metallic Fe −0.02 0.15 0.38 0 0 2 M
SPM Fe3+ (IO) 0.32 0.16 0.58 0 0 3 O

NHD-900

Fe3C (1) 0.19 0.14 0.01 209 3/0 * 39 DY
Fe3C (2) 0.21 0.14 0.05 212 0 21 GR

MCOL Fe3C 0.20 0.14 0.07 119 53 19 OL
MRES Fe3C 0.20 0.14 0.07 198 9/0 * 16 DC

SPM metallic Fe −0.02 0.15 0.42 0 0 2 M
SPM Fe3+ (IO) 0.32 0.16 0.63 0 0 3 O

NHD-1050

Fe3C (1) 0.19 0.14 0.01 209 3/0 * 27 DY
Fe3C (2) 0.21 0.14 0.05 214 0 15 GR

MCOL Fe3C 0.20 0.14 0.02 91 47 13 OL
Fe5C2 (1) 0.14 0.14 0.09 220 12 14 V
Fe5C2 (2) 0.15 0.14 0.07 181 9 14 BU
Fe5C2 (3) 0.10 0.14 0.12 103 5 9 C
SPM IC 0.07 0.15 0.31 0 0 1 M

MCOL Fe3+ (IO) 0.36 0.14 0.01 273 93 7 O

The characteristic SPM relaxation time, τ, depends on the structural, morphological and magnetic
characteristics of these NPs, through the magnetic anisotropy constant K, the size (or volume
V) of the NPs, the presence and the strength of magnetic inter-particle interactions and the
temperature [43,56,64,71,72]. Thanks to their very small size and good dispersion on the surfaces
of the NDs nanotemplates, the IO NPs of the CP are relatively isolated, with loose inter-attachment or
inter-connection to each other and experience no, or weak, inter-particle magnetic interactions, so they
are not magnetically blocked at 300 K. For all these NPs represented by the SPM doublet at RT, the
SPM relaxation is very fast, meaning that under these conditions (increased T), τ falls far below the
characteristic 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measuring time τMS-exp (τ < τMS-exp), which is of the order
of τMS-exp ~10−8 s [73,74]. As a consequence, for these IO NPs the Bhf values at RT average to zero
(they collapse completely).
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By lowering the temperature to 77 K, the appearance of a minority, in absorption area (AA),
set of broad magnetically split contributions indicates that a small part of the assembly of these IO
NPs develops non-zero Bhf values. The existence of two different magnetically split components,
one that acquires magnetically collapsing (MCOL) Bhf characteristics (Figure 7a 77 K wine color, SM
Table S1 MCOL γ-Fe2O3 component) and another that presents broad lines but magnetically resolved
(MRES) characteristics (Figure 7a 77 K light gray color, SM Table S1 MRES γ-Fe2O3 component),
suggests that the assembly of these IO NPs in the CP sample can be described by the different aspects
of the SPM relaxation. These aspects refer to the size of the NPs and their interactions through their
inter-connection, which both influence τ as T is reduced from 300 to 77 K.

The assembly of the IO NPs of the CP can be viewed to be composed of three groups:
The IO NPs, which are larger in size or/and better inter-connected to each other (or assembled
together), have increased V or/and are experiencing stronger inter-particle magnetic interactions,
acquire τ > τMS-exp at 77 K and are represented by the MRES Fe3+ component. The IO NPs, which are
intermediate in size or/and less inter-connected, have relatively decreased V or/and are experiencing
weaker inter-particle magnetic interactions, acquire τ ~τMS-exp at 77 K and are represented by the
MCOL Fe3+ component. However, still at 77 K the majority of the IO NPs are completely SPM as they
acquire τ < τMS-exp and are represented by the SPM doublet (Figure 7a 77 K orange color, SM Table S1
SPM γ-Fe2O3 component). This further confirms the picture drawn from all characterization methods
used here for the CP, that presents an assembly of very small maghemite NPs relatively isolated on
the surfaces of the NDs nanotemplates, which shows fast SPM relaxation at RT, but which is partially
getting slower at lower temperatures.

The MS of the NHD-600 sample presents a combination of quadrupole and magnetically split
contributions both at RT and 77 K, with the magnetically split part increasing its AA as the temperature
decreases. For the RT spectrum, we used a set of one quadrupole and four magnetically split components
and their resulting Mössbauer parameters are listed in Table 3. The doublet presents very similar
parameters to the corresponding doublet of the CP, while there are two well resolved magnetically split
components, one of which presents Fe3+ and the other Fe2.5+ valence state characteristics, which lie
quite close to those of the corresponding ions of magnetite (Fe3O4) [75]. However, the ratio of their
relative AA values, AA(Fe3+)/AA(Fe2.5+) = 1.4 is quite different from the nominal 0.5 expected for Fe3O4,
indicating that the corresponding stoichiometry is shifted to non-stoichiometric Fe3−xO4 (0 < x < 0.33).
For the other two magnetically split components, one presents broad and asymmetric lines, high Bhf

value, increased IS relative to that of the SPM doublet and closer to the average of the Fe3+ and Fe2.5+

components, and the other broad and symmetric lines, low Bhf value and similar IS relative to that
of the SPM doublet. Combining these results with the XRD, TEM and magnetization measurements
and analyses, it is evident that this sample contains an assembly of spinel-type IO NPs dispersed
on the surfaces of the NDs nanotemplates. The stoichiometry of these spinel-type IO NPs varies,
most probably according to their sizes. The larger NPs have Fe3-xO4 stoichiometries (intermediate
between maghemite x = 0.33 and magnetite x = 0), while the smaller NPs are of the maghemite
type. A similar set of components is used to fit the 77 K spectrum of this sample, with the magnetic
components increasing their AAs in total relative to those at RT at the expense of the AA of the SPM
doublet. However, the presence of the Fe2.5+ component is not detected directly at 77 K, due to its
low contribution, as evidenced from the RT spectrum, which is additionally screened by the major
contribution of the broad asymmetric magnetically resolved component (see also SM).

The spectra of the NHD-750 sample appearing in Figure 7c show a clear dominant six-line pattern
contribution with relative narrow resonant lines, in superposition to a central broad magnetically split
part. This central broad part is more intense at RT and less at 77 K. In addition, an asymmetry (referring
to the shape difference between the lower and higher absolute velocity sides) of the resonant lines for
the clear magnetically resolved part is observed at RT, which is, however, reduced substantially at 77 K.
In order to describe these characteristics, we used a set of six components to fit the RT spectrum. Four
of them (colored with green tints) describe the cementite Fe3C phase, one minor component (colored
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magenta) acquires IS value corresponding to SPM metallic iron, and one quadrupole split component
(colored orange) to an SPM IO phase of Fe3+ character. Of the four components describing the Fe3C
phase, two of them have Mössbauer parameters values that are quite close to those of the bulk Fe3C
phase [16,27]. The other two acquire IS and 2ε values that fall on the average of the two “bulk-like”
components, while their Bhf values are reduced compared to the “bulk-like” components, slightly for
one of them, which retains clear magnetically resolved characteristics (MRES Fe3C), and substantially
for the other, which receives Bhf collapsing characteristics (MCOL Fe3C). These featuress reveal a system
of Fe3C NPs that experience different types of SPM relaxation effects, similar to the case of the NHD-600
sample: the larger in size and more inter-connected Fe3C NPs acquire “bulk-like” characteristics with
slow SPM relaxation, while the smaller and more isolated ones experience faster SPM relaxation at
RT. However, in the case of the Fe3C phase there is no complete collapse of the Bhf value, which is
attributed both to the larger size of the NPs and to the increased K value of Fe3C compared to those of
the spinel-type IO NPs of the NHD-600 sample [67,76]. The thermal development of the shape of the
MS from RT to 77 and 11 K is the expected one for an assembly of NPs which undergo SPM relaxation
phenomena: the MRES component is absent at low temperatures, being merged with the “bulk-like”
components, while the AA values of the MCOL component are constant at about 20%. This means that
a fraction of the Fe3C NPs is still under the influence of SPM relaxation at temperatures as low as 11 K.

Taking into account the nature of the other two remaining minor components which were used
to fit the MS of this sample and the fact that there are no additional diffraction peaks detected at the
corresponding XRD diagram apart from those of the Fe3C and NDs phases, it is revealed that these
components are related to iron-containing phases with SPM characteristics and very small particle
sizes. The SPM component with the IS corresponding to a metallic iron phase, acquires zero Bhf values
at all temperatures, but non-zero QS values as well. According to our fitting model, this component
is attributed to a very small amount of metallic iron, which forms very fine NPs, most probably
below ~5 nm. In such small sizes, these fine iron NPs have been found to lose their crystallinity and
adopt amorphous structure characteristics, which is reflected as shifts in their hyperfine Mössbauer
parameters values [77,78]. Moreover, the most probable presence of C atoms that might have diffused
in the structure of these NPs could heighten further these shifts. The SPM IO doublet with the Fe3+

characteristics at the RT spectrum develops magnetic splitting with broad resonant lines at lower
temperatures. This phase could be related to a minority of IO NPs developed during the annealing
procedure, or to surface oxide layers related to the metallic iron NPs. The contributions of these two
components sum up to AA levels of the order of ~5%.

Very similar MS to the NHD-750 sample are found also for the NHD-900 sample, which are shown
in Figure 7d. The evolution of these spectra with respect to the decrease in temperature is also very
similar to that found for the NHD-750 sample. Consequently, we have applied a fitting model which
includes the same set of components that we used to fit the MS of the NHD-750 sample in order to fit
the MS of the NHD-900 sample, and the resulting Mössbauer parameters for the later sample are almost
identical to those resulting for the former (see Table 3 and SM Tables S2 and S3). The main difference
between the two cases appears for the AA values of the “bulk-like” and MCOL Fe3C components at
low temperatures. The AA values of the MCOL Fe3C component are reduced for the NHD-900 sample
relative to the NHD-750 sample and the gain from this reduction for the NHD-900 sample is directed
towards its “bulk-like” components, suggesting an increase in the relative population for the larger in
size Fe3C NPs of the corresponding assembly. These results come in perfect agreement with the XRD,
TEM and SQUID measurements of both samples.

The MS of the NHD-1050 sample synthesized at the highest annealing temperature, appearing in
Figure 7e, resemble those of the samples annealed at 900 and 750 ◦C, but an additional contribution at
the inner (lower absolute velocity sides) parts of the magnetically split pattern persists both at 300
and 77 K. Combining this feature with the evidence for the presence of the Fe5C2 phase confirmed by
XRD, led us to include a sub-set of three additional components (colored with blue tints) to the fitting
model we used to fit the MS of the NHD-750 and NHD-900 samples, in order to fit the MS of this
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sample. These components correspond to the Fe5C2 IC phase. The resulting Mössbauer parameters for
these components are very close to those reported for the bulk Fe5C2 phase in the literature [27,79,80].
The presence of a central magnetically collapsing component is related to the Fe3C NPs assembly,
as evidenced by its Mössbauer parameters values. Another broad magnetically split contribution
of Fe3+ character and collapsing Bhf characteristics is attributed to an IO phase with SPM features.
A Bhf-collapsed SPM component with small AA is also included in the fitting model, as in the cases
of the NHD-750 and NHD-900 samples. However, here the IS of this component is shifted to values
characteristic of the IC phases rather than metallic iron. Again, these results come in perfect agreement
with the XRD, TEM and SQUID measurements for this sample.

4. Discussion

Summarizing the experimental data from all characterization methods used to study the NHD
samples presented here, we can describe the evolution of the development of the different phases,
as well as their properties in these NHDs, as a function of the syntheses conditions.

The CP itself constitutes a hybrid nanomaterial, composed of very fine γ-Fe2O3 NPs dispersed
evenly on the surfaces of the ND nanotemplates, providing it with SPM characteristics. The effect of
annealing these pristine NHDs under vacuum at relatively low temperatures (600 ◦C) is to increase
the particle size of the maghemite NPs, and simultaneously, to partially reduce some of the Fe3+

ions to Fe2+. Wherever this valence reduction occurs, it alters the local environment of the iron ions,
shifting the spinel-type structure and composition from maghemite (γ-Fe2O3 = Fe8/3O4 = Fe2.67O4)
towards non-stoichiometric magnetite (Fe3−xO4, 0 < x < 0.33), as the heating under vacuum conditions
represents a soft-reduction agent. The resulting material acquires ferrimagnetic characteristics due to
the development of the spinel-type ferrimagnetic IO phases.

Increasing the annealing temperature to 750 ◦C triggers the involvement of a harder reduction
agent present in the pristine NHDs to the synthesis mechanism of the final product. This agent is no
other than the C atoms of the surface layers of the NDs nanotemplates assemblies, which are also
known to exist partially in the form of graphitic-type coatings [38,81,82]. These C atoms not only
provide the conditions for the full reduction of the CP’s Fe3+ ions to Fe0 character, but are able to enter
the structure of the resulting NPs in the material, forming thus the cementite Fe3C phase. It seems
that the synthesis procedure of the Fe3C phase under these conditions is almost complete, as the
majority of the γ-Fe2O3 NPs of the CP are transformed to cementite, following the original pattern
established by their presence as ancestors in the CP. However, a very small minority of them remains
as γ-Fe2O3 NPs, or as surface layers of a small part in the sample comprised of metallic iron NPs
which were reduced from the γ-Fe2O3 NPs without adopting the C atoms in their structure, or at least
not to the level of forming the complete carbide phase. Due to the presence of the Fe3C phase, the
resulting NHD material acquires ferromagnetic features, combining hard and soft magnetic phases
which are attributed to the dispersion of size of the individual cementite NPs, as well as the different
interconnection characteristics of their assemblies.

By altering further the annealing temperature to 900 ◦C, the effect of the annealing conditions,
apart from the formation of the cementite NPs phase in the resulting NHDs, is to lead some part
of the C atoms of the CP to become involved in the growth of large-sized CNTs. The presence of
the cementite phase itself at this annealing temperature plays the most important role in this CNTs
growth procedure: it acts as the catalyst that is activated due to the increased temperature of 900 ◦C,
compared to the lower annealing temperature of 750 ◦C where the production of CNTs could not be
triggered [83]. The Fe3C NPs acquire, as expected, on average larger sizes than those developed at the
lower annealing temperature of 750 ◦C. On the other hand, the cementite phase that is involved in the
CNTs growth seems to enter partially their interior, forming larger elongated sections covering their
ends, or being caught as smaller NPs within their walls. The increased sizes, as well as the elongated
schemes of these Fe3C NPs, provide hard ferromagnetic characteristics to the resulting NHD material,
with HC values reaching ~2.5 kOe at 5 K.
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Impelling the CP system to more elevated annealing temperatures of the 1050 ◦C level,
stimulates further the size increase in the Fe3C NPs, the production of the additional IC Fe5C2

phase, as well as the further growth of CNTs, both in concentration and in size. The IC phases are
not only involved in the growth of CNTs, but are frequently included as moieties in their interiors
or are encapsulated by them. Simultaneously, some IC NPs retain the dispersion form provided
by their γ-Fe2O3 NPs ancestors in the CP and remain at the surfaces of the NDs nanotemplates.
The magnetic properties of the resulting NHD material is influenced by the wider dispersion of
NPs sizes, morphology and stoichiometry, but is governed by the larger IC NPs that provide hard
ferromagnetic characteristics, albeit with reduced HC values relative to the sample annealed at 900 ◦C,
most probably due to the multi-domain character of the NPs induced by their size growth.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, a versatile synthesis technique of magnetic nanostructured hybrid materials
focused on iron carbides is deployed. A chemical precursor composed of fine maghemite nanoparticles
dispersed on the surfaces of nanodiamond nanotemplates was used as the starting material. We have
proven that by treating the chemical precursor in evacuated quartz ampules under different annealing
conditions we can control and tailor the production of a variety of different nanostructured phases
present in the nanohybrids, from spinel-type iron oxides, to iron carbides of Fe3C and Fe5C2

stoichiometries, as well as large-size carbon nanotubes. The magnetic properties of the resulting
hybrid nanomaterials reflect the characteristics of their bearing magnetic phases, which span from
superparamagnetic to soft and hard ferromagnetic. It is demonstrated that a hybrid nanomaterial
composed of single phase ~10 nm Fe3C nanoparticles dispersed evenly on the surface of nanodiamond
nanotemplates can be produced, which could be suitable for important technological applications in
the fields of nano-biomedicine and catalysis.

Further development and adjustment of the present proposed synthetic route provides a
good prospect for the development of a new category of magnetic nanohybrid materials based
on nanodiamonds.
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Abbreviations/Acronyms

2ε quadrupole shift
Bhf hyperfine magnetic field
CNT(s) carbon nanotube (s)
CP chemical precursor
FC field-cooled
H applied magnetic field
HAADF high-angle annular dark field
HC(s) coercive field (s)
IC(s) iron carbide (s)
IO(s) iron oxide (s)
IS isomer shift
K magnetic anisotropy constant
M magnetization
MCOL magnetically collapsing
Mmax maximum M value at 50 kOe
MPI magnetic particle imaging
MR remnant magnetization
MRES magnetically resolved
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MS saturation magnetization
MS Mössbauer spectra
ND(s) Nanodiamond (s)
NP(s) nanoparticle(s)
QS quadrupole splitting
RT room temperature
SM Supplementary Material
SPM superparamagnetic
SQUID superconducting quantum interference device
T temperature
TEM transmission electron microscopy
V volume
vs versus
XRD X-ray diffraction
ZFC zero-field-cooled
∆Bhf spreading of hyperfine magnetic field
τMS-exp characteristic 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measuring time
τ relaxation time
χg mass magnetic susceptibility
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